Fairnessand Redistribution
By ALBERTOALESINAAND GEORGE-MARIOSANGELETOS*

Different beliefs about the fairness of social competition and what determines
income inequality influence the redistributivepolicy chosen in a society. But the
composition of income in equilibriumdepends on tax policies. We show how the
interaction between social beliefs and welfare policies may lead to multiple equilibria or multiplesteady states. If a society believes that individualeffortdetermines
income, and that all have a right to enjoy thefruits of their effort, it will choose low
redistributionand low taxes. In equilibrium,effort will be high and the role of luck
will be limited, in which case market outcomes will be relativelyfair and social
beliefs will be self-fulfilled.If instead, a society believes that luck, birth, connections, and/or corruptiondetermine wealth, it will levy high taxes, thus distorting
allocations and makingthese beliefs self-sustainedas well. These insights may help
explain the cross-country variation in perceptions about income inequality and
choices of redistributivepolicies. (JEL D31, E62, H2, P16)

Pre-tax inequality is higher in the United
States than in continentalWest Europeancountries ("Europe" hereafter). For example, the
Gini coefficient in the pre-tax income distribution in the United Statesis 38.5, while in Europe
it is 29.1. Nevertheless, redistributivepolicies
are more extensive in Europe,where the income
tax structureis more progressiveand the overall
size of government is about 50 percent larger
(that is, about 30 versus 45 percent of GDP).
The largest difference is indeed in transfersand
other social benefits, where Europeans spend
about twice as much as Americans. Moreover,
the public budget is only one of the means to
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support the poor; an important dimension of
redistributionis legislation, and in particularthe
regulationof labor and productmarkets,which
are much more intrusive in Europe than in the
United States.1
The coexistence of high pre-tax inequality
and low redistributionis prima facia inconsistent with both the Meltzer-Richardparadigmof
redistributionand the Mirrleesparadigmof social insurance.The difference in political support for redistributionappears,rather,to reflect
a difference in social perceptionsregardingthe
fairness of marketoutcomes and the underlying
sources of income inequality. Americans believe that poverty is due to bad choices or lack
of effort;Europeansview poverty as a trapfrom
which it is hard to escape. Americansperceive
wealth and success as the outcome of individual
talent, effort, and entrepreneurship;Europeans
attributea larger role to luck, corruption,and
connections. According to the World Values
Survey,60 percentof Americansversus 29 percent of Europeansbelieve that the poor could
become rich if they just tried hard enough; and
a larger proportionof Europeans than Americans believe that luck and connections, rather
than hard work, determineeconomic success.

1 Alesina and Edward L. Glaeser
(2004) document extensively the sharpdifferencesin redistributionbetween the
United States and Europe.
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FIGURE
Note: Reproducedfrom Alesina et al. (2001). This scatterplotillustratesthe positive crosscountry correlation between the percentage of GDP allocated to social spending and the
fraction of respondentsto the WorldValue Surveywho believe that luck determinesincome.

The effect of social beliefs about how fair
marketoutcomes are on actualpolicy choices is
not limited to a comparisonof the United States
and Europe. Figure 1 shows a strong positive
correlationbetween a country's GDP share of
social spending and its belief that luck and
connections determineincome. This correlation
is easy to interpretif political outcomes reflect a
desire for social fairness. But, why do different
counties have such different perceptions about
marketoutcomes? Who is right, the Americans
who think that effort determinessuccess, or the
Europeanswho think that it is mostly luck?
In this paper, we show that it is consistent
with equilibrium behavior that luck is more
importantin one place and effort more important in anotherplace, even if there are no intrinsic differences in economic fundamentals
between the two places and no distortions in
people's beliefs. Both Americans and Europeans can thus be correctin theirperceptionof the
sources of income inequality. The key element
in our analysis is the idea of "social justice" or
"fairness."With these terms we capturea social
preferencefor reducingthe degree of inequality
induced by luck and unworthyactivities, while

rewardingindividualtalentand effort. Since the
society cannot identify the component of an
individual's income that is due to luck and
unworthy activities (the "noise" in the income
distribution)or the component that is due to
talent and effort (the "signal"),the socially optimal level of redistributionis decreasingin the
"signal-to-noise ratio" in the income distribution (the ratio of justifiable to unjustifiableinequality). Higher taxation, on the other hand,
distorts private incentives and leads to lower
effort and investment. As a result, the equilibrium signal-to-noise ratio in the income distribution is itself decreasing in the level of
redistribution.
This interactionbetween the level of redistribution and the composition of inequality may
lead to multiple equilibria. In the one equilibrium, taxes are higher, individuals invest and
work less, and inequality is lower; but a relatively large shareof total income is due to luck,
which in turnmakes high redistributionsocially
desirable. In the other equilibrium, taxes are
lower, individuals invest and work more, and
inequality is higher; but a larger fraction of
income is due to effort ratherthan luck, which
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in turn sustains the lower tax rates as an
equilibrium.
We shouldbe clear from the outsetthatwe do
not mean to argue that "fundamentals"between
Europe and the United States are identical, or
that the multiplicity of equilibriawe identify in
our benchmarkmodel is the only source of the
politico-economic differences on the two sides
of the Atlantic. Our multiple-equilibriamechanism should be interpretedmore generally as a
propagation mechanism that can help explain
large and persistent differences in social outcomes on the basis of small differences in underlying fundamentals, initial conditions, or
shocks.
How the different historical experiences of
the two places (which by now are largely hardwired in the differentcultures)may explain the
different attitudesand policies toward inequality is indeed at the heart of our argument.In a
dynamic variantof our model, we consider the
implications of the fact that wealth is transmitted from one generation to the next through
bequests or other sorts of parentalinvestment.
The distribution of wealth in one generation
now depends not only on the contributionof
effort and luck in that generation,but also on
the contributionof effort and luck in all previous generations.As a result,how fair the wealth
distributionis in one period, and thereforewhat
the optimal redistributivepolicy is in that period, depends on the history of policies and
outcomes in all past periods. We conclude that
the differences in perceptions, attitudes, and
policies toward inequality (or more generally
toward the market mechanism) across the two
sides of the Atlantic may partly be understood
on the basis of different initial conditions and
different historical coincidences.
Following John Rawls (1971) and James
Mirrlees(1971), fairnesshas been modeled as a
demand for insurance. The standardparadigm
does not, however, incorporatea distinctionbetween justifiable and unjustifiable inequality,
which is the heart of our approach.2Other papers have discussed multiple equilibria in related models. In Thomas Piketty (1995),
multiple beliefs are possible because agents
2
We bypass, however, the deeperquestion of why some
sources of inequality are consideredjustifiable and others
are not; see the concluding remarkin Section V and footnote 28.
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form their beliefs only on the basis of their
personal experience and cannot learn the true
costs and benefits of redistribution.In Roland
Benabou (2000), multiplicity originates in imperfect credit and insurancemarkets.Finally, in
Benabou and Jean Tirole (2005), multiple beliefs are possible because agents find it optimal
to bias their own perceptionof the truthdeliberately so as to offset another bias, namely
procrastination.In our paper,instead,multiplicity originates merely in the social desire to
implement fair economic outcomes and survives even when beliefs are fully unbiased,
agents know the truth,and there are no important differencesin capital marketsor other economic fundamentals.
The paper is organized as follows. Section I
reviews some evidence on fairness and redistribution, which motivates our modelling approach. Section II introduces the basic static
model. Section III analyzes the interaction of
economic and voting choices and derives the
two regimes as multiple static equilibria. Section IV introduces intergenerationallinks and
derives the two regimes as multiple steady
states. Section V concludes. All proofs are in
the Appendix.
I. Fairnessand Redistribution:A Few Facts
Our crucial assumptionis that agents expect
society to reward individual effort and hard
work and the governmentto intervene and correct market outcomes to the extent that outcomes are driven by luck. The available
empirical evidence is supportive of this
assumption.3
A. Fairness and Preferencesfor
Redistribution
Figure 1, which is reproducedfrom Alesina
et al. (2001), illustratesthe strong positive correlation between the share of social spending
over GDP and the percentageof respondentsto
the WorldValuesSurveywho thinkthat income
is determined mostly by luck. As Table 1
shows, this correlationis robust to controlling

3 Complementaryis also the evidence that fairness concerns affect labor relations. See, e.g., Julio J. Rotemberg
(2002) and the referencescited therein.
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TABLE1-THE EFFECT
OFTHEBELIEF
THATLUCKDETERMINES
INCOME
ONAGGREGATE
SOCIAL
SPENDING
Dependent variable:Social spending as percent of GDP
1
2
3
Mean belief that luck
determines income
Gini coefficient

32.728***
(2.925)

32.272***
(3.064)
-0.306*
(1.724)

-6.950***
(3.887)
-9.244***
(6.684)
-3.088
(0.590)
29
0.431

-4.323
(1.472)
-6.075**
(2.153)
7.907
(1.396)
26
0.494

GDP per capita
Majoritarian

36.430***
(3.305)
-0.238*
(1.739)
3.148
(1.348)
0.493
(0.184)

Presidential
Latin America
Asia
Constant
Observations
Adjusted R-squared

-2.992
(0.941)
-0.808
(0.142)
-25.207
(1.152)
26
0.495

4
31.782**
(2.521)
-0.115
(0.613)
4.754
(1.548)
0.031
(0.011)
-4.24
(1.392)
0.413
(0.098)
4.657
(0.618)
-41.401
(1.425)
26
0.496

Sources: Total social spending is social spending as a percentageof GDP, from Persson and
Tabellini (2003); original source: IMF. Majoritarian,presidential,and age structureare from
Persson and Tabellini (2002). Ethnic fractionalizationis from Alesina et al. (2001). Mean
belief that luck determinesincome is constructedusing World Value Survey data for 19811997 from the Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan. This variable corresponds to the response to the following question:"In the long run, hard work usually brings
a better life. Or, hard work does not generally bring success; it's more a matterof luck and
connections."The answers are coded 1 to 10. We recoded on a scale 0 to 1, with 1 indicating
the strongest belief in luck. We reportOLS estimates, with robust t statistics in parentheses
(* significant at 10 percent; ** significantat 5 percent; *** significant at 1 percent).

for the Gini coefficient, per capita GDP, and
continent dummies. It is also robust to controlling for two political variables,the natureof the
electoral system and presidentialversus parliamentary systems of government, which may
influence the size of transfers, as argued by
Torsten Persson and Guido Tabellini (2003).4
The impact of fairnessperceptionsis evident,
not only in aggregate outcomes, but also in
individual attitudes. The World Values Survey
asks the respondentwhether he identifies himself as being on the left of the political spectrum.We take this "leftist political orientation"
4 The correlationloses some
significance if one controls
for the population share of the old, because the size of
pensions depends heavily on this variable. The pension
system, however, is much more redistributivein Europe
than in the United States (Alesina and Glaeser, 2004). Also,
the correlation between transfer payments and beliefs in
luck remains very strong once we exclude pensions. More
details are available in the working paper version of the
paper.

as a proxy for favoring redistributionand governmentintervention.We then regress it against
the individual's belief about what determines
income togetherwith a series of individual-and
country-specificcontrols.As Table 2 shows, we
find the belief that luck determinesincome has
a strongand significanteffect on the probability
of being leftist.5
Further evidence is provided by Christina
Fong (2001), Giacomo Corneo and Hans Peter
Gruner(2002), and Alesina and Eliana La Ferrara (2005). Using the General Social Survey
for the United States, the latter study finds that
individualswho thinkthatincome is determined
by luck, connections, and family history rather
thanindividualeffort, education,and ability, are
much more favorableto redistribution,even after controlling for an exhaustive set of other
individual characteristics.
5 Table 2 reports OLS estimates; Probit gives similar
results.
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THATLUCKDETERMINES
ONINDIVIDUAL
TABLE2-THE EFFECT
OFTHEBELIEF
INCOME
POLITICAL
ORIENTATION
Dependentvariable:Being left on the political spectrum

1

2

Individual belief that
luck determines income
Gini coefficient

3

0.541***
(3.69)

0.607***
(3.78)
-0.627***

-0.009***
(3.31)
-0.002
(0.74)
0.01***
(4.29)
0.051***
(3.13)
-0.03***
(2.97)
-0.01***
(3.09)
-0.043***
(3.43)
-0.096***
(3.31)
0.078***
(3.41)
0.116***
(7.23)
0.117***
(8.96)
0.081***
(6.37)
0.038***
(3.25)
0.045
(0.62)
16478
0.03

-0.009***
(3.88)
0.000
(0.07)
0.009***
(4.40)
0.033**
(2.11)
-0.032***
(3.11)
-0.013***
(3.59)
-0.039***
(3.39)
-0.051
(1.37)
0.007***
(3.11)
0.114***
(7.00)
0.12***
(9.27)
0.08***
(6.03)
0.037***
(3.00)
0.218
(1.64)
14998
0.04

(1.93)
Income
Years of education
City population
White
Married
No. of children
Female
US resident
Age group 18-24
Age group 25-34
Age group 35-44
Age group 45-54
Age group 55-64
Constant
Observations
R-squared

-0.01***
(7.20)
-0.004***
(3.79)
0.01***
(7.43)
0.036
(4.83)
-0.026***
(3.22)
-0.009***
(3.63)
-0.044***
(6.93)
-0.125***
(12.14)
0.11***
(6.19)
0.131***
(11.73)
0.126***
(12.03)
0.085***
(7.98)
0.039***
(3.55)
0.347***
(16.15)
20269
0.03

Sources: The dependentvariableis constructedusing datafrom the WorldValueSurvey.It is
a 0-to-i indicatorfor whetherthe respondentclassifies himself/herselfas being on the left of
the political spectrum.The questionis formulatedas follows: "Inpolitical matters,people talk
of left and right. How would you place your views on this scale, generally speaking?"The
respondentis given a scale 1 to 10, 1 being the most leftist. We classified leftist anyone who
answeredwith a score of 5 or below. All other individualcharacteristicsare also from World
Value Survey.We reportOLS estimates, with t statistics in parentheses(* significant at 10
percent; ** significantat 5 percent; *** significant at 1 percent).

B. ExperimentalEvidence
ErnstFehr and Klaus Schmidt(2003) provide
an extensive review of the experimental evidence on altruism,reciprocity,and fairness. In
dictator games, people give a small portion of
their endowment to others, even though they
could keep it all. In ultimatumgames, people
are readyto suffer a monetaryloss just to punish
behavior that is considered "unfair."In gift exchange games, on the other hand, people are

willing to suffera loss in orderto rewardactions
thatthey perceive as generousor fair. Finally, in
public good games, cooperatorstend to punish
free riders. These findings are quite robust to
changes in the size of monetary stakes or the
backgroundof players. In short,there is a lot of
experimental evidence suggesting that people
have an innate desire for fairness and are ready
to punish unfair behavior. What is more, the
existing evidence rejects the hypothesis that altruism merely takes the form of absolute
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inequity aversion. People instead appearto desire equality relative to some reference point,
namely what they consider to be "fair"payoffs.
Further support in favor of our concept of
fairness is providedby the evidence that experimental outcomes are sensitive to whether initial endowments are assigned randomlyor as a
function of previous achievement.In ultimatum
games, Elizabeth Hoffman and Matthew L.
Spitzer (1985) and Hoffman et al. (1996) find
that proposersare more likely to make unequal
offers, and respondentsare less likely to reject
unequal offers, when the proposers have outscored the respondents in a preceding trivia
quiz, and even more if they have been explicitly
told that they have "earned"their roles in the
ultimatumgame on the basis of their preceding
performance.In double auction games, Sheryl
Ball et al. (2001) reporta similar sensitivity of
the division of surplusbetween buyers and sellers on whether market status is random or
earned. Finally, in a public good game where
groups of people with unequal endowments
vote over two alternativecontributionschemes,
Jeremy Clark (1998) finds that members of a
group are more likely to vote for the scheme
that effectively redistributesless from the rich
to the poor members of the same group, when
initial endowments depend on previous relative
performancein a general-knowledgequiz rather
than having been randomly assigned.
Psychologists, sociologists, and political scientists have also stressed the importance of a
sense of fairness in people's private, social, and
political life. People enjoy great satisfaction
when they know (or believe) that they live in a
just world, where hardwork and good behavior
ultimatelypay off.6 In short, it is a fundamental
conviction that one should get what one deserves and, conversely, that one should deserve
whatever one gets.

tive activity, which can be interpretedas labor
supply, accumulationof physical or humancapital, entrepreneurship,etc. The tax andredistributive policy is set in the middle of their lives.7
A. Income, Redistribution,and Budgets
Total pre-tax life-cycle income (yi) is the
combined outcome of inherent talent (Ai), investment during the first period of life (ki),
effort during the second period of life (e,), and
"noise"(ri):
(1)

6 The desire for a just world is so
strongthat people may
actually distort their perceptionor interpretationof reality;
see Melvin J. Lerner(1982) and Benabou and Tirole (2005).

yi = Ai,[aki + (1 - ax)ei] + mqi.

aE (0, 1) is a technological constant which
parametrizesthe share of income that is sunk
when the tax rate is set. Both Ai and -qiare i.i.d.
across agents. We interpret either as pure
Tli
randomluck, or as the effect of
socially unworsuch
as
activities,
thy
corruption,rent seeking,
political subversion, and theft.
The government imposes a flat-rate tax on
income and then redistributes the collected
taxes in a lump-sum manneracross agents. Individual i's budget is thus given by
(2)

ci = (1 - 7)yi + G

whereas the government budget is G = T7. ci
denotes consumption(also disposable income),
T is the rate of income taxation, G is the lumpsum transfer,andy- fi yi is the averageincome
in the population. This linear redistributive
scheme is widely used in the literaturefollowing ThomasRomer (1975) and Allan H. Meltzer
and Scott F. Richard (1981) because it is the
simplest one to model. We conjecture that the
qualitative nature of our results is not unduly
sensitive to the precise natureof this scheme.8
B. Preferences

II. The Basic Model
Considera static economy with a large number (a measure-one continuum) of agents, indexed by i E [0, 1]. Agents live for two periods
and, in each period of life, engage in a produc-
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Individual preferencesare given by
(3)

Ui - ui - -yf

choice precedes
7 The assumptionthatan effort/investment
the policy choice is made only to ensure that partof agents'
wealth is fixed when the policy is chosen; this assumptionis
relaxedin the dynamicextensionof Section IV.
8 See footnote 11 and the concluding remark in Section V.
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where ui representsthe privateutility from own
consumption,investment,and effort choices, fl
representsthe common disutility generatedby
unfair social outcomes (to be defined below),
and y ? 0 parametrizes the strength of the
social demand for fairness. To simplify, we let
(4)

ui = Vi(ci, ki, ei)
= Ci

22#i

[aki

+ (1 a)ei].

The firstterm representsthe utility of consumption (ci), the second the costs of first-period
investment (ki) and second-period effort (ei).
The coefficients a/2 and (1 - a)/2 are merely a
normalization.Finally, Pi is i.i.d. across agents
and parametrizesthe willingness to postpone
consumption and work hard:a low Pi captures
impatience or laziness, a high Pi captures"love
for work."9
C. Fairness
Following the evidence in Section I that people share a common conviction that one should
get what one deserves, and deserve what one
gets, we define our measure of social injustice
as
(5)

fl

i

(ui -

Ui)2

where ui denotes the actuallevel of utility and ai
denotes the "fair"level of utility. The latter is
defined as the utility the agent deserves on the
basis of his talent and effort, namely ai = Vi(ci,
ki, ei), where
(6)

Ci = Yi = Ai[ak, + (1 - a)eil

representthe "fair"levels of consumptionand
income. Similarly, the residual yi Yi = qi
measures the "unfair"component of income.
9 If agents suffered from procrastinationand hyperbolic
discounting, /3i could also be interpretedas the degree of
self control, althoughin that case we would need to distinguish between ex ante and ex post preferences. For an
elegant model where the anticipationof procrastinationaffects also the choice of "ideology,"see Benabou and Tirole
(2005).
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D. Policy and Equilibrium
Because fairness is a public good, it is not
essential for our results how exactly individual
preferencesareaggregatedinto political choices
about redistribution:no matterwhat the weight
of different agents in the political process, the
concern for fairness will always be reflected in
political choices. To be consistent with the related literature,we assume that the preferences
of the government coincide with those of the
median voter.'1
DEFINITION:An equilibriumis a tax rate 7
and a collection of individual plans {ki,
eii([0o,1] such that (i) theplan (ki, maximizes
ei) (ii) the tax
the utility of agent i for every i, and
rate 7 maximizesthe utilityof the medianagent.
Note that the heterogeneityin the population
is definedby the distributionof (Ai, i, 3i). For
future reference, we let 65i A2P3iand assume
that
rmi)= 0 and that qi has zero mean
Cov(5i, We also denote -o
and median.
Var(5i),
Var(
Qi), and A - 6m - 6 > o0, where 6m and -8
are the medianand the mean of 5i. An economy
is thus parametrizedby i = (A, y, a,
o,).
o-, two
A and y, in particular, parametrize the
sources of support for redistribution in our
model: one is the standard"selfish"redistribution as in Meltzer and Richard (1981), which
arises if and only if A > 0; another is the
"altruistic"redistributionoriginatingin the desire to correct for the effect of luck on income,
which arises if and only if y > 0.
1

III. EquilibriumAnalysis
A. Fairness and the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Because utilityis quasi-linearin consumption,
ui - ui = ci - i for every i, and therefore l =
Var(ci - ci), where Var denotes variancein the
cross section of the population.Combiningthis
with (2), (6), and the propertythat yi - 9i is
independentof 9 (whichwill turnout to be truein
equilibriumsince Tr is independentof Bi), we
10
28 actually
As shown in the Appendix, maxi{
li} l
suffices for preferencesto be single-pickedin r and thus for
the median-votertheorem to apply.

obtainsocialinjusticeas a weightedaverageof the
"variancedecomposition"of income inequality:
(7)

= T72Varf(i) + (1 - 7)2Var(y - 9i).

In the absence of governmentintervention,the
above would reduce to fl = fi (yi - yi)2, thus
measuring how unfair the pre-tax income distributionis; in the presence of governmentintervention, fl measures how unfair economic
outcomes remain after redistribution.
Note that the weights of the variances in (7)
depend on the level of redistribution (7). If
minimizing fl were the only policy goal, taxation were not distortionary,and the income distribution were exogenous, the equilibrium tax
rate would be given simply by:

(8)ar

1- 7

Var(yi

- Yi)"

ui = (1 - 7)Ai[aki + (1 - a)ei]

1
2pi
2--[ak

+ (1 - a)e-].

and
ei = (1 - 7)PiAi.

Next, substitutinginto (6) gives
(11)

" The
implicit assumptionthatjustifies the restrictionof
policy to a linear income/wealthtax is that the government
cannottell apartthe fruitsof talent and effort from the effect
of luck: (Ai, 3i, -qi, ki, ei) are privateinformationto agent i.
Therefore,the society would face a signal-extractionproblem like the one identified above even if it could use a
general nonlinearredistributivescheme.

9i = [1 - aTe - (1 - a)T7]5i

where6i " PiA2. Combiningthe above withyi Yi = Tqi,we conclude the equilibriumsignal-tonoise ratioin the income distributionis
Varfi)

= [1 -) )
(12)Var0y

ae

- (1 - a)7]2

oi

Var(y-

where ao = Var(5i)

=

Var(j3iA) and &2

Var(rli).Hence, heterogeneityin talent or willingness to work increases the signal, whereas
luck increases the noise. Most importantly,the
signal-to-noise ratio is itself decreasing in the
tax rate, reflecting the distortionaryeffects of
taxation.
B. OptimalPolicy
The optimal policy maximizes the utility of
the median voter. Assuming that luck has zero
mean and median,the medianvoter, denotedby
i = m, is an agent with characteristics5m =
= =
5m and
median(Si) and -7m 0. LettingA =
of
the
median
the
2,
utility
normalizing 6m
voter in equilibriumreduces to12
(13)

Recall that agents choose ei after the policy is
set, but ki before. First-periodinvestmentis thus
a functionof the anticipatedtax rate and is sunk
when the actual tax rate is chosen. To distinguish the anticipatedtax rate from the realized
one, we henceforthdenote the formerby T and

ki = (1 - 7Te)iAi

(10)

Var(fi)

7

+ G-

the latter by 7. (Of course, Te = 7 in equilibrium.) The first-orderconditions then imply

(1

The right-handside representsa signal-to-noise
ratio in the pre-taxincome distribution:the signal is the fair component of income, and the
noise is the effect of luck. As the goal of redistributionis to correct for the effect of luck on
income, the optimaltax rate is decreasingin this
signal-to-noise ratio.1
This signal-to-noiseratio, however, is endogenous in equilibrium.To compute it, consider
the investment and effort choices of agent i.
Substituting(1) and (2) into (4), we have
(9)
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Um = (1 -

- (1 - a)72
a")

+ [1 - aTe- (1 - a)7]TA - -yf.
The first and second terms in (13) capturethe
welfare losses due to the distortion of firstperiod investment and second-periodeffort, respectively. The third term measures the net
transferthe median voter enjoys from the tax
system, reflectingthe fact that a positive tax rate
effectively redistributesfrom the mean to the
median of the income distribution.This term
12

See the Appendix for the derivationof (13).
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introducesa "selfish"motive for redistribution,
as in Meltzer and Richard(1981).
The last term instead capturesthe "altruistic"
motive originating in the social concern for
fairness. From (7) and (11), the equilibrium
value of fl is
(14)

= 72[1 -

a

-

(1 - a)]2

+ (1 - 7)2o
where o2, = Var(8i) and a =
Note that
fl depends on both re andVar(TQi).
7. The negative
dependence on re reflects the fact that the an-

ticipation of high taxation, by distorting firstperiod incentives, results in a large relative
contributionof luck to income. The dependence
on 7 reflects not only a similar distortion of
second-periodincentives, but also the property
that, keeping the pre-tax income distribution
constant, more redistributionmay correct for
the effect of luck, thus obtaininga fairerdistribution of after-taxdisposable income.13
LEMMA 1: Whenthe ex ante anticipatedpolicy is re, the ex post optimalpolicy is
(15) f(e,; F) - arg min,,-G[o]{(1 - a)r2
+ r(1 - are - (1 - a)r)2'ya2
+(1 - 7)2'-2yo-1 - a,re- (1 - a)7]A}.
If y = 0, then f = 0 if A = 0, f > 0 and
af/la > 0 > af/lar if A > 0, and af/ao- =
af/ao- = 0 in either case.
If instead, y > 0, thenf > 0 and af/aoa, > 0
necessarily, whereas there exists ^e > 0 such
that af/lao, < 0 and af/la > 0, if and only if
<
where the threshold is increasing in
re
'e,
and
reaches 1 at ya2 =re1 - a. Finally,
yoa2
a > 1/3 and y > A/(2 - 3(1 - a)) sufficefor
> 1 for all e < te and some fe > 0.
aflare
The intuition of these results is simple. If
there is neither a concern for fairness (y = 0),
nor a difference between the mean and the me13 Note that re is taken as given when 7 is set, reflecting
the fact thatthe agents' first-periodinvestmentsare sunk. In
otherwords, the governmentlacks commitment.In Sections
III D and IV, we explain why commitment is inessential
once intergenerationallinks are introduced.
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dian of the income distribution(A = 0), the
optimal tax is zero, as redistributionhas only
costs and no benefitsfromthe perspectiveof the
median voter. When the median is poorer than
the mean (A > 0), the Meltzer-Richardeffect
kicks in, implying that the optimal tax rate is
positive and increasing in A. Nevertheless, as
long as the thereis no demandfor fairness(y =
0), the optimal tax remains independentof the
sources of income inequality.Moreover,the ex
post optimal policy is decreasingin the ex ante
anticipatedpolicy, as a higher distortionof firstperiod incentives reducesthe income difference
between the mean andthe median,andtherefore
also reduces the benefit of redistributionfrom
the perspective of the median voter.
Things are quite differentin the presenceof a
demand for fairness (y > 0). The society then
seeks a positive level of redistributionin order
to correct for the undesirableeffect of luck on
income inequality.As a result,the optimaltax is
positive even if the median and the mean of the
population coincide (A = 0). The optimal tax
then tradesless efficiency for more fairness.As
o- increases, more of the observed income inequality originates in luck, which implies a
higher optimal tax rate. The opposite consideration holds for higher o-s,as this implies a larger
relative contributionof ability and effort in income inequality. Finally, the relationship between re and 7 is generally nonmonotonic.To
understandthis nonmonotonicity,note that an
increase in e has an unambiguousadverse effect on the fairness of the income distribution,
as it distortsfirst-periodincentives. An increase
in 7, instead, has two opposing effects. On the
one hand,as in the case of re, a higher reduces
"
the "fair"component of income variation
because it distorts second-period incentives. On
the other hand, a higher 7 redistributesmore
from the poor to the rich and may thus "correct"
for the effect of luck. When re is small, the
second effect dominates:7 increases with re in
orderto expandredistributionand thus "correct"
for the relativelylargereffect of luck. When, instead, re is high, the firsteffect dominates:7 falls
with e in orderto encouragemoreeffortandthus
"substitute"
for the adverseeffect of a higher e.
C. Multiple Equilibria
In equilibrium,expectationsmust be validated
and thereforeTe = 7r.The equilibriumset thus
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2
Notes: The figure depicts the relation between the tax rate that agents anticipate ex ante
(horizontal axis), and the tax rate that the society finds optimal ex post (vertical axis). The
solid curve representsan economy where the effect of luck is moderateas comparedto talent
and effort. An equilibriumcorrespondsto any intersectionof this curve with the 45-degree
line. There are two stable equilibria,one with low taxation,high inequality,and low injustice
(US), and one with high taxation, low inequality, and high injustice (EU). The lower dashed
line representsan economy where the effect of luck is very small, in which case only the
low-tax regime survives. Finally, the upper dashed line representsan economy where luck
dominates, in which case only the high-tax regime survives.

coincides with the fixed points off. If thereis no
demandfor fairness,fis decreasingin 7, implying
that the equilibriumis unique,as in the standard
Meltzer-Richardframework.But if the demand
for fairnessis sufficientlyhigh, the complementarity betweenthe optimallevel of taxationand the
equilibriumsignal-to-noiseratio in the income
distributioncan sustainmultipleequilibria.
THEOREM 1: An equilibrium always exists
and correspondsto anyfixed point off, wheref
is given by (15).
If y = 0, the equilibrium is necessarily
unique. The tax rate is T E [0, 1), increasing in
A, and independentof rs8and -,.
If y > 0, there (robustly) exist multiple
equilibria in some economies. In any stable
equilibrium,14 the tax rate is 7 E (0, 1),
14
Stabilityis definedin the usual manner.Letf() be the
n-th iterationof the best response:f( ) = fandf(n" + ) = f(n)
1. An equilibriumpoint 7 = f(7) is locally
of for any n
-

always increasing in oa, and, at least for
(ow, a, A) sufficiently low, also decreasing
in as and increasing in A. The equilibrium
with the lowest tax is the one with the highest
inequality but also the highest signal-to-noise
ratio.
The possibility of multiple equilibriais illustratedin Figure 2. The solid curve, which intersects three times with the

450

line, depicts the

best-responsefunctionf for particularparameter
values.'5 The two extreme intersection points
(US and EU) represent stable equilibria, while
the middle one represents an unstable equilib-

stable if and only if, for some e > 0 and any x E (7 - e, 7 +
e), limnoof(n)(x) -= . Given differentiability,7 is locally
stable iff'(Q) E (-1, +1) and unstableiff'(-r) ? [-1, +1].
15 The example is only illustrativeand claims no quantitative value; it assumes a = 0.5, A = 0, y = 1, ao = 2.5,
and o- = 1.
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rium.16 In point EU, the anticipationof high

taxes induces agents to exert little effort in the
first period. This, in turn, implies that the bulk
of income heterogeneity is due to luck and
makes it ex post optimal for society to undertake large redistributiveprograms,thus vindicating initial expectations.In point US, instead,
the anticipationof low taxes induces agents to
exert high effort and implies that income variation is mostly the outcome of heterogeneityin
talent and effort, which in turn makes low redistributionself-sustained in the political process. What is more, the level of inequality (as
measured by the total variance of income) is
lowest in EU, but the decompositionof inequality (as measuredby the signal-to-noiseratio) is
fairestin US, which explains why more inequality may be consistent with lower taxes.
The assumptionthat a fraction of income is
sunk when the tax is set (a > 0) is essential for
the existence of multiple equilibria:if a were
zero, the income distributionwould be independent of the anticipated tax, and therefore the
equilibrium would be unique.17On the other
hand, a < 1 is not essential and only ensures
that agents internalizepart of the distortionary
costs of taxation when voting on the tax rate.
Indeed, an extreme but particularlysimple version of our result holds when a = 1 and A >
0.18 If y = 0, the unique equilibriumis r = 1,
because the median voter sees a positive benefit
and a zero cost in raising r as long as Te < 1. If
y > 0, the fixed-pointrelation 7 = f(7) reduces
to
2o

+ A/(2y)
)=

In this case, r = 1 remains an equilibrium,
because T = 1 implies that all income inequality is the outcome of luck and makes full redistributionoptimal from a fairness perspectiveas
+ A/(2y))/o2 > 1/4,
well. Moreover, if
there is no other (•r,
equilibrium. If, however,
+ A/(2y))/o2, < 1/4, there is in addition
(o-2
16
Becausef(i) = 7 is a cubic equationin our model,
multiplicity always takes the form of three equilibria (except for degeneratecases of two solutions).
17 In the dynamic model of the next section, a > 0 will
mean that part of the agents' wealth is determinedby their
family history.
18 We thank a referee for highlighting this example.
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anotherstable equilibrium,correspondingto the
lowest solution of (16). This equilibriumis the
analogue of US in Figure 2 and is such that r is
increasingin o- and decreasingin -as(reflecting
the effect of fairness),as well as increasingin A
(reflectingthe standardMeltzer-Richardeffect).
The assumptiona < 1 thus implies only that
EU does not take the extreme form r = 1.
Numericalsimulationsthen suggest thatthe USand EU-type equilibriacoexist as long as y is
sufficientlyhigh and o-, is neithertoo large nor
too small relative to oa. Instead,only the hightax regime survives when the effect of luck is
sufficiently strongrelative to the effect of talent
and effort in shaping the income distribution
(high ao); and only the low-tax regime survives
if there is either little demandfor fairness (low
-y) or little noise to correct (low o,). These
situations are illustrated, respectively, by the
upper and lower dashed lines in Figure 2. Finally, the existence of multiple equilibriadoes
not rely on whetherthere is a standardMeltzerRichardmotive for redistributionin additionto
the fairness motive, although ceteris paribus a
higher A makes it more likely that only the
high-tax regime survives.
D. Comments
The critical featuresof the model that generate equilibriummultiplicityare (a) that the optimal tax rateis decreasingin the signal-to-noise
ratio and (b) thatthe equilibriumsignal-to-noise
ratio is in turn decreasing in the tax rate. To
deliver the second feature, we have chosen a
simple specificationfor income in which "luck"
enters additivelyand thus does not interactwith
effort or investment. Nevertheless, this simplification is not essential per se. What is essential
is that higher taxes, by distorting effort and
investment,result in a reductionin the level of
justifiable inequalityrelative to the level of unjustifiable inequality. For this to be true, it is
necessaryand sufficientthathighertaxes reduce
the fair component of income more than the
unfair component, which we believe to be a
plausible scenario.'9 Note also that, in our
19 In AlesinaandAngeletos(forthcoming),
we investigatea
different model in which unfair income originates in rent
seekingand corruption.Highertaxes and biggergovernments
may then reduce the signal-to-noiseratio, not only because
they distorteffort,but also becausethey increaserentseeking.
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model, the role of heterogeneityin Ai and/orPi
is to generateendogenous variationin the "fair"
level of income. Endogenizing the concept of
fairness, and understandingwhy societies consider some sources of inequalityjustifiable and
others unfair,is an exciting directionfor future
research,but it is beyond the scope of this paper.
The pure Meltzer-Richardmodel predictsthat
greaterinequalityis correlatedwith moreredistribution.Pure inequalityaversionwould predicta
similarpositive correlation.The evidence, however, suggests a negative or null correlationbetween inequality and redistributiveeffort (e.g.,
RobertoPerotti,1996; Alesina et al., 2001). Our
modelcan deliversucha negativecorrelationeven
after controllingfor exogenous fundamentals:in
the example of Figure 2, US has both a lower 7
and a higher Var(yi) than EU, simply because
lower taxes generatehigher-but also morejustifiable-levels of inequality.
The predictionthathigherredistribution
should
be correlatedwith higher belief that income inequality is unfair is clearly consistent with the
evidence discussedin Section I. But what about
the predictionthathighertax distortionsshouldbe
correlatedwith lower levels of effort and investment? As we noted before, tax distortionsare
much higherin Europe;the income tax is much
moreprogressiveandthe totaltax burdenis about
50 percenthigherthanin the UnitedStates.At the
same time, hoursworkedare much lower in Europe. In 2001, the averageworkedtime per employee was about 1,200 hours in Europe as
comparedto 1,600 in the UnitedStates.Giventhe
lower laborparticipationrate in Europe,the difference becomes even more strikingwhen measured per person rather than per employee.
Prescott (2004) computes an effective marginal
tax on labor income that properlyaccounts for
consumptiontaxes and social security contributions.He findsthis to be about50 percentlowerin
the United States than in France and Germany,
and arguesthatthis differencecan explaina large
fractionof the differencein labor supply across
the two continents.Consistentwith a distortionary
effect of government intervention is also the
observationthat growth rates and various measures of investment in intangible capital are
higher in the United States.20In short, relative
20

For example, the United States spends 2.8 percent of
GDP in R&D, while the 15 E.U. countriesspend 1.9 percent
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to Europeans,Americans are taxed less, work
more, invest more in intangible capital, and
obtain higher rewards.21
The two equilibriain Figure 2 can easily be
rankedfrom the perspective of the median voter: the one with lower taxes is superior.This is
both because there are fewer distortions, more
investment, and more aggregate income, and
because income inequality originates relatively
more in ability than in luck. Poorer agents,
however, may prefer the high-tax equilibrium,
as it redistributesmore from the rich to the
poor. Also, the high-tax equilibrium provides
more insurance against the risk of being born
with little talentor willingness to work and may
be preferredbehindthe "veil of ignorance"(that
is, before the idiosyncraticshocks are realized).
Finally, it is of course unrealistic to think
that an economy could "jump" from one regime to another by simply revising equilibrium expectations from one day to another. In
the next section, we consider a dynamic variant of our model, in which history determines
what beliefs the society holds and what redistributive policies it selects. The two regimes
then reemerge as multiple steady states along
a unique equilibrium path. Similarly, whereas
only the low-tax regime would survive in the
static economy if the society could credibly
commit to its tax policies before agents make
their early-in-life investment choices, such
commitment has little bite in the dynamic
economy, where the wealth distribution is
largely determined by policies and outcomes
from earlier generations.

(OECD data, 2001). Moreover, the fraction of this investment that is private(not governmentsponsored)is double in
the United States. The percentageof college-educatedindividuals is 37.3 in the United States as comparedto 18.8 in
Europe (OECD data, 2001, individualsbetween the age of
25 and 64). This difference is even more striking if one
considers that, in most Europeancountries, college education is publicly provided and largely financed by general
governmentrevenues.
21 In additionto these measurableeffects of taxationand
regulation, there may be other, more subtle disincentive
effects of the welfare state; these may involve changes in
social norms that disengage individuals from marketactivities, as argued by Assar Lindbeck et al. (1999) in theory
and by Lindbeck et al. (1994) as an explanation of the
effects of the welfare state in Sweden.
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IV. IntergenerationalLinksand History
Dependence
One important determinant of wealth and
success in life is being born into a wealthy
family. To explore this issue, we now introduce
intergenerationalwealth transfersand parental
investment (e.g., bequests, education, status,
etc.) that link individual income to family history.22Since we now wish to concentrateon the
effect of history rather than on self-fulfilling
expectations, we abstract from investment
choices made within a generationbefore the tax
is set. The optimal policy is then uniquely determinedin any given generation,but it depends
on the decomposition of wealth in all previous
generations.
A. The Environment
The economy is populatedby a sequence of
nonoverlapping generations, indexed by t E
{ ..., -1, 0, 1, ...}. Each generation lives for one

period. Within each generation,thereis a single
effort choice and it takes place after the tax is
voted on. Parents enjoy utility for leaving a
bequest to their children;by "bequest"we mean
not only monetary transfers,but also all other
sorts of parentalinvestment.23
Pre-tax wealth is the outcome of talent and
effort, randomluck, and parentalinvestment:

bequest left to the next generation,wit denotes
disposable wealth, 7, is the tax rate, G, = Tty, is
the lump-sum transfer,and •, - fi
is mean
Yit
income in generationt.
Individualpreferencesare again Uit = ui y1t,, but the private utility is now
(19)

ui, = Vi,(ci,, kit, eit)

(1 -

(Cit)l-a(kit)a

iit

The first termin (19) representsthe utility from
own consumption and bequests, whereas the
second term is the disutility of effort. For simplicity, we have assumed a Cobb-Douglas aggregator over consumption and bequests, with
a E (0, 1) now parametrizingto the fractionof
wealth allocated to bequests. The constant
1/((1 - a)l-'aa) is an innocuous normalization, and it, denotes again willingness to work.
We assume that it =and rit are i.i.d.
across agents but fullyPit(Ait)2
persistentover time.
Finally, social injustice is again the distance
between actual and fair utility in any given
generation:
(20)

(17)

Yit = Aiteit + T;it + kit,

where kit-1 now representsthe bequest or other
parental investment received by the previous
generation.Ai, continues to denote innate talent
and qit the luck or other unworthy income
within the life of the agent. The individual's
budget constraint,on the otherhand,is given by
(18)

,
ci, + kit = Wit

(1 - 7,t)Yi + Gt

where ci, denotes own consumption, ki, is the

22
For a recent discussion on the intergenerationaltransfer of wealth and its effect on entrepreneurship,see
Francesco Caselli and Nicola Gennaioli (2003).
23
This is of course a shortcut,which is easier to model
than adding the utility function of the children into that of
the parents. It also rules out the dependence of political
decisions in one generationon expectations about political
decisions in future generations.

(uit - u it)2

f

ft,

;

=
where
kit, eit) and Lit = Vi,(Ji,, kit,
Uit
Vi(cit,,
fair
levels
of
The
consumptionandbequests
ei).
are defined below.
it, ,it)
B. History and Fairness
Household i in generation t chooses consumption,bequest,andeffort (Ci,,k,, eit) so as to
maximize its utility subject to its budget constraint,taking political and social outcomes (7,,
fi) as given. It follows that the optimal consumption and bequests are
(21)

cit = (1 - a)wi,

and

kit = awit.

Utility thus reduces to uit = Wit level of
which in turn implies that the optimalei/(20it),
effort is eit = (1 -

Tt)Aitrit.

Since wealth in one generation depends on
bequests and parentalinvestment from the previous generation, which in turn depend on
wealth in the previous generation,the wealth of
any given individual depends on the contribution of talent and effort and the realization of
luck, not only during a person's own lifetime,
but also along his whole family tree. We thus
need to adjustour measuresof fair outcomes for
the propagation of luck through intergenerational transfers. Assuming that bequests and
parentalinvestmentsare consideredfair only to
the extent that they reflect effort and talent, not
pure luck, we define fair outcomes as the luckfree counterpartsof consumption,bequests, and
= (1 wealth: Ci, = (1 - a)9i,
it
a)9,i, and
=
=
the latter
+
Iterating
t
Wit
kit-1.
the fair level of wealth
weAiteit
infer that

backward,
is given by the cumulative effect of talent
and effort throughout the individual's family
history:24
(22)

Wit,

aj =
Yit

-tAsei.

shown in the Appendix,the signal-to-noiseratio
in turn depends on the policies chosen by all
past generations.In particular,a society thathas
a history of high distortions will tend to have
inherited a rather unfair wealth distribution,
which makes it more likely that it favors aggressive redistributionin the present.25High
levels of taxationand redistributioncan thus be
self-reproducing,opening the door to multiple
steady states.
C. Multiple Steady States
We look for fixed points such that, if = 7
s
for all generations s - t - 1, then rt = r is
optimal for generation t. We first characterize
the optimalpolicy for a given stationaryhistory.
LEMMA 2: When all past generations have
chosen r, the optimal taxfor the currentgenerationis T' = (rT;E), where
(T; E)

set

Similarly, the residual between actual and fair
wealth, wit - it,,capturesthe cumulativeeffect
of luck and redistribution.
Consider next the interactionbetween redis=
tribution and fairness. Note that uit Wit -

-arg

min

+

+ 27,(1 - Tt)Cov(yit,

it -

+YO1-

24
We assume that the parentsarefully entitled to make
different transfersto their children deriving from different
levels of effort. The society, however, may not want to keep
children responsible for their parents' laziness and lack of
talent. There may then be a conflict between what is fair
vis-a-vis parents and what is fair vis-a-vis children. In the
working-paperversion of this article, we considered a simple extension in which, from a fairnessperspective,children
were entitled only to a fractionA of theirparents'justifiable
bequests. The multiplicity survives for A sufficiently high.

1
2

+y (1

1+1-a(l-r)
a(1

12
7)

- )
a(1
T)r
+ [(t--1 a(1
T)

x (1 -

-

?-r)I

t)2

S-

Yit).

Apartfrom the covarianceterm, this is identical
to the corresponding expression (7) in the
benchmarkmodel. Thus once again the optimal
tax rate is bound to decrease with the signal-tonoise ratio in the pre-taxwealth distribution.As

T)

(-

uit or
and therefore ?1, = Var(wit - Wit),
it

,t = TrVar(,it) + (1 - 7,)2Var(yit - it)

-

tr-T,[(1

a(1 - 7)

equivalently
(23)
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T,)(1-

)

(1-_)2

Comparing the above with Lemma 1, we see
that, apartfrom the fact that 0 now represents
the best reaction against the historical policies
ratherthan against same-periodmarket expectations, 0 has similar properties with f in the
static model. In particular,0 is increasingin A,

25

There is an offsetting effect, however, namely that
higher taxation in the past has already partly correctedfor
the impact of past luck, which explains why the impact of
past policies on the signal-to-noiseratio is nonmonotonicin
general.
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reflecting the Meltzer-Richardeffect.26 Moreover, when y = 0, ) is decreasing in 7, for a
higher tax in the past means lower wealth inequality in the present and therefore a weaker
Meltzer-Richardmotive for redistribution.By
implication, 0 has a unique fixed point when
y = 0. When, instead, y > 0, ) can be increasing in 7, for higher tax distortionsin the past
imply more unfair wealth distribution in the
present. As a result, 4 can have multiple fixed
points when y > 0.
THEOREM2: If y = 0, there exists a unique
steady state. If instead, y > 0, there robustly
exist multiple steady states.
The multiple equilibria of our benchmark
model can thus be reinterpretedas multiple
steady states of the dynamic model. Like in the
static model, multiple steady states exist only
when the social desire for fairnessis sufficiently
high. The one steady state (US) is then characterizedby persistentlylower taxation,lower distortions,and faireroutcomes, but the other(EU)
might be preferredbehind the veil of ignorance.
But unlike the static model, it is differentinitial
conditions or different shocks, not different
self-fulfilling expectations, that explain which
regime an economy rests on. We conclude that
different historical experiences may have led
different societies to different steady states, in
which different social beliefs and political outcomes are self-reproducing.
V. Conclusion
The heart of our results is the politicoeconomic complementarityintroduced by the
view that "people should get what they deserve
and deserve what they get." The possibility of
multiple equilibriaor multiple steady states was
only an extreme manifestationof this complementarity.More generally, a demand for fairness introducespersistencein social beliefs and
political choices. This also suggests that reforms of the welfare state and the regulatory
system may need to be large and persistentto be
politically sustainable. In practice, this means

26
Note, however, that the Meltzer-Richardmotive now
applies to redistributionof both contemporaneousincome
and inheritedbequests.
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that policymakersneed to persuade their electorates that, although such reforms may generate ratherunfairoutcomes in the shortrun, they
will ultimately ensure both more efficient and
fairer outcomes for future generations.
Although we focused on income taxation,the
demand for fairness may have similar implications for a broaderspectrumof policy choices,
such as the inheritancetax, the public provision
of education, or the regulation of product and
labor markets. For example, if a society perceives differences in wealth and family backgrounds largely as the effect of luck and
connections, it may consider the "death tax"
quite fair, and may also find it desirable,
albeit costly, to limit the options for private
education.
Our analysis thus sheds some light on why
differencesin attitudestowardthe marketmechanism are so rooted in Americanand European
cultures. In Europe, opportunities for wealth
and success have been severely restrainedby
class differencesat least since medieval times.27
At the time of the extension of the franchise,the
distributionof income was perceived as unfair
because it was generated more by birth and
nobility than by ability and effort. The "invisible hand"has frequentlyfavored the lucky and
privileged rather than the talented and hardworking. Europeanshave thus favored aggressive redistributivepolicies and other forms of
governmentintervention.In the "landof opportunity," on the other hand, the perception was
that those who were wealthy and successful had
"made it" on their own. Americans have thus
chosen strong propertyprotection,limited regulation, and low redistribution,which in turn
have resulted in fewer distortions, more efficient marketoutcomes, and a smaller effect of
"luck." Today, the "self-made man" remains
very much an American"icon";and Americans
remainmore averse to governmentintervention
than Europeans.
Of course, this is only part of the story. Was
slavery a justifiable source of inequality in the
United States? And is the sustained income
differential between whites and blacks a fair
27
Marx and Engels had already identified the lack of a
feudal period as one of the reasons why in the United States
it would have been much harder to create a Communist
party committed to wealth expropriation.See Alesina and
Glaeser (2004) for more discussion.
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of corruption,rent seeking, theft, and the likeactivities that involve privatebut no social benefits and may thus be naturally treated by
society as "unjust."Alternatively,one may follow the Mirrlees paradigmand model fairness
as social insurance. Since taxing luck or rentseeking may involve no or little efficiency costs
as compared to taxing productive effort, the
optimal level of redistributionis again likely to
decrease with the signal-to-noise ratio in the
income distribution.28We leave these issues
open for futureresearch.

outcome? Probablynot. Also, partof the reason
why the median in the United States believes
that the poor deserve to be poor may be that the
mediantends to be white and the poor tend to be
black. And there is certainly much to the point
that Americans overestimate social mobility,
while Europeans underestimate it, and that
some of the welfare programsin Europe, such
as in public education or public health, may
actually help reduce the effect of luck. An important question thus remains as to whether
differentbeliefs reflect differentfacts or simply
different ideologies and stereotypes.
Finally, the definitionof fairnessin this paper
was embedded in individual preferences. An
important question is where such preferences
originate, and why societies consider particular
sources of income "fair" and others "unfair."
One may think of such preferencesfor fairness
as a metaphorfor a social norm that supportsa
socially preferableoutcome. This seems particularly valid if one interprets"luck"as the effect

28
Amador et al. (2004) consider a Mirrlees-typemodel
with two types of privately observed idiosyncraticshocks,
one which is desirableto insure("tasteshocks")and another
which is undesirableto insure ("self-controlshocks"). Althoughtheirenvironmentis very differentfrom ours, one of
their findingsis reassuring:in simulations,the optimallevel
of redistributiontends to decrease with the varianceof taste
shocks relative to the variance of self-control shocks.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF LEMMA 1: Conditions (2), (10), and (11) imply that, in equilibrium, the level
of consumption and the cost of investment and effort for agent i are
Ci

(1

- 7)yi +

=

[1 -

- (1 - a)T][8i

a,

+ T(8

-

6~i)] +

(q ?

-

+i),

1
21213
6i

1
1

+ (1 - a)e]

[ak/

= 2 [a(1

-

)'+( + (1 - a)(1

-

Te)2

T)2]~i.

Combining, we infer that the equilibriumutility of agent i is
(24) Ui= [1 - a

- (1 a)2]

+ [1 - are - (1 a)r7](5

8i)

+

-

+
[Ti

"7(

'i)]

- yfl,

with f• as in (14). It follows that

a2Ui
r2= -(1

- a)(26 - 68) - 2y{o [1 - 27(1 - a)-

are]2

+

}.

Therefore26 > max{5i} suffices for preferencesto be single-pickedin r for all agents, in which case
the median voter theorem applies. In any event, we assume that the policy maximizes the utility of
= 0, A = - ,,,, and the normalization6m =
the medianvoter. Evaluating(24) for i = m, using
qm
=
2, gives (13). Next, define W(7, e) (1 - aT)
Um,or equivalently
- (1 W(7,Te) = (1 - a)T2 + 7[1 - aTe - (1 - a)Tr]2y( + (1 - T)2'yo2- 71 - ae,a)er]A.
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Define also H(T,
= aW/Iar. Letting f(Te) = arg minTE[o,1 W(T, Te) gives (15). Note that W
is strictly convex,re)since a2W/la2 = 2(1 - a)(1 + A) + 2y-{oyf[1 - 27(1 - a) - are]2 +
o, } > 0. By implication, the first-ordercondition is both necessary and sufficient, in which case
7 = f(Te) is the uniquesolutionto H(7, re) = 0.
= A = 0, it is immediatethatf(re) = 0 for all GeE [0, 1]. But if y > 0 and/orA > 0, H(0,
If =
e) = -2yo-2 - A(1 - ae) < 0, which ensuresf(le) > 0 for all T, E [0, 1]. Moreover, if A > 0
but y = 0, the first-ordercondition gives f(T) = A(1 - aTe)/(2(1 + A)) and thereforeaflare < 0,
af/laA> 0, and fl/ao-, = af/l, = 0.
For y > 0, the solution can be analyzedusing the ImplicitFunctionTheorem.By the second-order
condition, aH/la = a2W1/82 > 0. Next, it is easy to check that aH/Ola = -2(1 - 7), aH/la8 =
- 2(1 - a)r]. It follows
2yo -[1 - are - (1 - a)r][1 - are - 2(1 - a)r], and aH/IA = -[1 that afla/u > 0 necessarily. On the other hand, af/lao, < 0 < afl/A > are,
0 < 7 < (1 - aTre)/2(1a). Let

h(e)h(e)

H

-

1- a
- a)'e
a)
22(1
(1

- aqq]Te

1

11

-

2
{[1 - a - (1 - 2a)yo2_ ] -

_

[1 -

+ yO2-]2e}

and note that r < (1 - are)/2(1 - a) if and only if h(re) > 0. Since h'(Te) < 0, there exist a unique
this thresholdis e = (1 - a - (1 - 2a)y-)/(a(1 Te such that h(Te) > 0 if and only if re <
a + yo2)). We conclude that af/lo-, < 0-e;
and afl/A if and only if Te < e, where ?e is decreasing
in yo2, and satisfies Te 1, if and only if yo-2, 1 - a. Finally,
= -yao
{[2 - 3(1 8H/ar0e=a0
>
>
It
follows
that
a
1/3
and
suffice
for
-?
y A/[2 3(1 a)]
a)r] A/y}.
aH/IOrey=o< 0, in which
case f'(0) > 0; that is, f is initially increasing in re.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1: That f has at least one fixed point follows immediately from
the fact that f is bounded and continuous. First, note that T = re = 1 implies (aW/la) =
(1 - a)(2 + A) and thus, for any A ? 0, f(1) < 1 if and only if a < 1. Therefore,
a < 1 is necessary and sufficient for 7 = 1 not to be a fixed point. Next, note that
Lemma 1 established that f is nonincreasing in 7 for either y = 0 or a = 0. It follows
that f has a unique fixed point whenever y = 0 or a = 0, and by continuity also when y
or a are sufficiently close to zero. For -y and a sufficiently high, on the other hand, f is
increasing over some portions, which opens the door to multiple fixed points. An example
of an economy with multiple fixed points is given by Figure 2 in the main text (that is,
by a = 0.5, A 0= , y = 1, o-, = 2.5, a, = 1). Since all three fixed points in this
example are nonsingular (in the sense that f(7) t 1) and since f is continuous in E = (a,
A, y, o-,, o-,), there is an open set of E for which f(7) = 7 admits multiple fixed points,
which proves that multiplicity emerges robustly in some economies. Finally, the comparative
statics of the equilibria with respect to o-, and o- follow directly from the comparative
statics of f (see Lemma 1 again), whereas the equilibrium level and the decomposition of
inequality are given by Var(yi) = (1

-

7r)2

+ a-2

which clearly are both decreasing in 7.

and Var(ii)/Var(yi

-

i) = (1 -

7)2o2o2,
PROOF OF LEMMA 2 AND THEOREM 2: Iterating (17) and (21), after-tax wealth in
period t reduces to
(25)

=

Wit-

s<t

as+1,,-,)[(1
-s(1 -

-

+
r7)(Aiei

+F

•r)

G,]

whereis,
1 - Ij= (1 - Tj)denotes the cumulativetax rate between periods s and t (with the
convention that ts,t = 0s for s > t). Combiningwith (22), the residualbetween actual and fair wealth
reduces to
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wit,-

-

at-[(1

wit,=

1Ae + (1 - ts+l,t-1)Gs].

-

)l

Ts,t-

s,t-A

s,-t

Next, note that Yit = Aiteit + T7it+

a(wit-1
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awit-1,

Yit

-

s,t2)i

= Aiteit a
+

and therefore Yit -

it

t

it-1-I,
we get
(25) and (26) for t - 1, and substituting
eis = (1 - sw)Aisisw,
wit).Using

Yit - Yit =

i
st-

t--s[(1

1

-

Using the above and (22) to compute Var(yit signal-to-noise ratio is given by

,t-2(

( -

s+,t-2)Gs].

jit)and Var(gi,), we conclude that the equilibrium

( Var('(1-s7))2-

Var(it)
Var(yi, -

s

(

9it)

au"(1

s<t

is,,t-

))2+

(s<;t-1

2 (1

t-ss,t-

-

))

where;i,, - 1 - I = (1 denotes the cumulativetax rate between periods s and t (with the
T.)t). Note that the above depends on for every s ? t, which proves
convention that s1= 0 for s >
the claim in the fs,,
main text that how fair the wealth distributionis insgenerationt depends not only
on the policies chosen by the same generation,but also on the policies chosen by all past generations.
Next, consider a stationaryhistory s = 7 for all s t - 1. It follows that, for all s - t - 1, Wis
wi, where
wi

= (1 - 7)yi + G= (1 -(- r)2i +
)2

-

)i

(1

•

-

T)awi + G

or equivalently

wi

Similarly, for s

t - 1,

and similarly W^i,= (1 wit-

is

i,=

-(1 -

and therefore?1t =

-

T7)28i

a

7t)8 +

-

+(
+1

+ (1- ) +(17

-

7)Ti).

= i = (1 - T)8i/(l - a). In period t, on the other hand,

rt)r + (1

=-(1-r

((1 - 7)28i + G + (1

a(1 (1 --T)

1- -

wit = (1

(28)

1

1

=

i.

t)ri

it,)

Tt)-qi

+

(1

rt)awi + G

-

+ (1 - 7)awi - avi

I-(1
)(1
-T)

)1--a(1
reduces to

Var(wit -

-

It follows that

a

-

+ (1

I- )-T)

+ G,

) --

(I a_

r) 5i

_
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flI=

(29)

(1 -

)

-

7)2+

-r,)(1-

-))(1 1-a(1
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(-T)

1-

c(1- 7r) }2a
1-a(1-T)OI

The privateutility of an agent, on the other hand, can be computedas follows. Noting that and y =
w and using G, =j 7[(1 - 7,)8 + aw] into (28) gives
(30)

wit = (1

7,)8i + (1 - Tt)-qi + awi + 7,(1 - 7,)(68-

-

Similarly, Wi = (1 - 7)6~ + (1
= (1 - T)8/(1 - a) and
w -

-

+ awi + 7(1 - 7)(6
T7)m,

1
1-[(1
a(1

wi=

6~) +

Toa(w

i) - (1 -

- 7)2(-

-T)

-

+ ~a(w - wi).

8i)

- Wi)

and thereforeW

)i

Substitutingthe above into (30), we get

=

wit

(1 -

Tt)6i

+ r,(1 -

+

+ (1 Tt)Ti-

OaWi

-

7't)(6

6i) +

"

1

a(1 - 7)
--

[(1

-

')(6

')

-

-

6/)

mui].

Combining this with ui, = wit - ei/2, we conclude that

it

=

1
2-

+ awi + (1
2a(1a(1

1
-

7Tt)Tli-

-•

,8

-

-

Tt)(8

•(1

8i)

1-T)-

Noting that the first two terms do not depend on , and evaluating the above at 6i =
0, we infer that the private utility of the median voter reduces to
1
(31)

+

Umt=

2

(1

--r)+

8m

and i

=

a(1l - 7)
(1
--)r)
1--

where we normalized8m = 1 and let A = 8 - Sm. Combining(29) and (31) gives the definitionof
4 and completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Finally, to prove Theorem 2, note the following. When y = 0, the best-response function 4
reduces to

= arg
O(r)
min{-umt}
,ti

= -

1+

a(1 -

7)2

a(1r)J

A
12A

which is clearly decreasingin 7. Hence, 4 has a uniquefixed point if y = 0. If, instead, y > 0, there
are open sets of E for which 4 has multiple fixed points: one robustexample is given by a = 0.5,
A = 0.15, -y = 0.39, uo = 2, ao = 0.75.
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